Human Bingo: Terminology
Words that will never be able to define the complexity and reality of being a human
being and an immigrant

Advancing Students for a Stronger Economy Tomorrow (ASSET) - This bill allows eligible
students to pay in-state tuition at any Colorado public institution if they meet certain
qualifications.
Asylum Seeker- a person who has left their home country as a political refugee and is seeking
asylum in another. Only asylum seekers who are granted refugee status are allowed to work in
the country.
Citizen- Individuals who obtain U.S. citizenship by birth in the U.S. or by process of
naturalization. Citizens obtain a Social Security Number.
College Opportunity Fund Affidavit- A supporting document used to confer in-state tuition for
undocumented students. It serves two purposes: 1) to verify that the student meets the
educational requirements and 2) to certify the intent to establish legal residency once given the
opportunity. An affidavit is used only in states that offer in-state tuition rates to undocumented
students.
Comprehensive Immigration Reform (CIR) - Reform of the immigration system as a whole.
Some issues that are discussed in CIR are border enforcement, border security, adjusting the
status of the undocumented population living in the U.S., visa reforms, among others.
Cultural Citizen- Acknowledges the cultural resiliency and social reproduction in which
undocumented peoples participate. They take part in the class, cultural, and linguistic
knowledge and skills that establish the cultural capital of social groups in the U.S.
DACA-mented- The term is used by undocumented individuals who have received DACA. DACAmented (similar to Dreamer) is sometimes used as a way to navigate away from the negative
connotations given to terms such as undocumented, immigrant, non-U.S. citizen and so forth.
Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals (DACA) - DACA is program announced on June 12, 2012
by President Barack Obama that is to protect individuals who qualify from deportation and give
them a work permit for 2 years. The program is renewable. Deferred Action does not provide
lawful status.
DREAM Act- The Development Relief and Education for Alien Minors (DREAM) Act is a piece of
legislation proposed to provide a pathway to permanent residency and U.S. citizenship for
qualified undocumented immigrant students. The DREAM Act has been proposed several times
in Congress since 2001, but has not been approved.
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DREAMer – DREAMer refers to students who are undocumented and are also part of the
DREAM Act movement. DREAMer is a term commonly used by students who connect with the
DREAM Act movement, and sometimes used as a way to navigate away from the negative
connotations given to terms such as undocumented, immigrant, non-U.S. citizen and so forth.
Dropping The I-Word- "Illegals" is a racially charged slur used to dehumanize and discriminate
against immigrants and people of color regardless of migratory status. The I-word is shorthand
for "illegal alien," "illegal immigrant" and other harmful terms. The Applied Research Center
(ARC) and Colorlines.com, have presented the Drop The I-Word campaign to eradicate the slur
"illegals" from everyday use and public discourse.
Entry without Inspection: Refers to individuals who have entered the U.S. without presenting
normative government accreditation (i.e. visa).
Generation 1.5- Refers to immigrants who were brought to the U.S as young children and
identify as American. The label comes from the groups’ special place as first generation
Americans who migrate to this country during childhood and feel strong identification with the
U.S., yet are native to another country.
Immigrant- In U.S. context this term refers to all people who are born outside of the United
States. Some people also use the term foreign born.
Individual Tax Identification Number (ITIN)- A U.S. tax processing number, issued by the
Internal Revenue Service to individuals who are required to have a taxpayer identification
number but who do not have, and are not eligible to obtain, a social security number.
International Student- Most colleges and universities consider any student who currently holds
a visa of any type or is seeking a visa to be international. Undocumented students are not
viewed as international applicants because many do not qualify for a visa, in addition
undocumented students should not have to go through the international admission process as
they cannot provide an international student visa.
Legal Permanent Resident (LPR)- or “green card” recipient is defined by immigration law as a
person who has been granted lawful permanent residence in the U.S.
Mixed Status Family- Refers to students that are either: 1) undocumented, but have family
members that are U.S. residents or U.S. citizens or 2) are U.S. residents or U.S. citizens but have
family members that are undocumented.
Naturalization- The process by which U.S. citizenship is conferred upon a lawful permanent
resident after he or she fulfills the requirements established by Congress in the Immigration
and Nationality Act (INA). The general requirements for administrative naturalization include: a
period of continuous residence and physical presence in the United States; an ability to read,
write, and speak English; a knowledge and understanding of U.S. history and government; good
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moral character; attachment to the principles of the U.S. Constitution; and a favorable
disposition toward the U.S.
Non-Citizen – The non-citizen category applies to people born outside of the U.S. and who have
not applied for or have been granted citizenship. Permanent residents also fall into this
category.
Non- Immigrant Visa- Issued to the citizens of other countries coming to the U.S. temporarily.
Some of the nonimmigrant categories are students, tourists, treaty investors, foreign
government officials, etc.
Overstayed Visa- Refers to individuals who have stayed in the U.S. after their tourist, visitor, or
student visa has expired and thus they become undocumented by overstaying their visa.
Refugee- a person who has been forced to leave their country in order to escape war,
persecution, or natural disaster.
Temporary Protected Status (TPS)-is a temporary immigration status granted to nationals of
certain counties who are already in the U.S.
T-Visa- T Nonimmigrant Status (T visa) is a set aside for individuals who are or have been
victims of human trafficking. It, protects victims of human trafficking and allows victims to
remain in the United States to assist in an investigation or prosecution of human trafficking.
Unauthorized- This term is used to highlight the fact that all peoples have documents (i.e. birth
certificate, a form of identification card, and so forth), but that they are residing in the U.S.
without legal authorization, thus unauthorized.
Undocumented– Undocumented refers to people who are not U.S. citizens or Permanent
Residents of the United States, who do not hold a visa to reside in the U.S. and who have not
applied for legal residency in the U.S.
U-Visa- is an immigration benefit that can be sought by victims of certain crimes who are
currently assisting or have previously assisted law enforcement in the investigation or
prosecution of a crime, or who are likely to be helpful in the investigation or prosecution of
criminal activity.
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